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NEW QUESTION: 1
A retailer currently has two redundant ClearPass C2000 DL360
Gen9 hardware appliances and two perpetual
1K Access licenses. The customer uses ClearPass to authenticate
employee wireless devices and other corporate wireless devices.
ClearPass logs indicate that peak license usage is currently
1900.
The customer now wants to add a guest access solution. Guests
will connect to an open SSID and redirected to a portal which

they can use to self-register and log in. The customer
anticipates that up to 1550 guest devices will connect at the
same time.
The customer requires the most cost-effective solution that
will meet the requirements. What should the network architect
recommend for this solution?
A. 1K+500 Access licenses; Two 1K Onboard licenses
B. Two 1K Guest licenses
C. 1K+500 Access licenses
D. 1K+500 Access licenses; 1K+500 Guest licenses
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the exhibit.
A customer has two HPE ProLiant DL380 Gen10 servers running as
an Oracle cluster. They are trying to reduce licensing costs
and want to move to the best processor available from the list
to minimize licensing costs while still providing a high level
of performance for the Oracle database.
Which DL380 Gen10 processor would you recommend?
A. Intel Xeon-Platinum 8256
B. Intel Xeon-Platinum 8280M
C. Intel Xeon-Platinum 8253
D. Intel Xeon-Platinum 8280
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following can be configured on a managed network
switch to send real time alerts to a technician?
A. Syslog
B. SNMP
C. SSID
D. SMTP
Answer: B
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